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Abstract 

We consider the problem of interpolating a smooth curve to a 
point sequence in the unit quaternion space U. This problem 
has application to object orientation interpolation in computer 
animation , sweep surface generation in solid modeling[7, 6]. 
Since the unit quaternions form the unit sphere 8 3 in p;4, a 
simple curve scheme using spherical biarcs is presented to 
solve this problem. The spherical biarc is a curve on a sphere 
consisting of two smoothly joining circular arcs. It is shown 
that for any two given points and two tangents specified at the 
two points on the unit sphere S'3 , there always exist spherical 
biarcs interpolating these data and these biarcs are easy to 
construct. This leads to an algorithm for constructing a smooth 
and locally controllable circular arc spline curve to interpolate 
a sequence of unit quaternions in U. We also discuss how 
to compute in-between quaternions efficiently on the resulting 
spline curve. 

Key words: Quaternions, spherical biarcs, rational B~zier 
curves, orientation, animation. 

1 Introduction 

The applications of quaternions in computer graphics have 
been explored since 1985 [7, 8, 6]. Quaternions can be repre
sented as points in E4 (4-dimensional Euclidean space). The 
set of all unit quaternions, denoted by U, can be identified 
with the unit sphere 8 3 in p;4. It is well known that a rotation 
tnmsformation in E3 can be represented by two dimnetrically 
opposite quaternions on 8 3 ; and two orientations of an object 
in E3 differ by a rotation about a fixed axis. Therefore unit 
quaternions can be used to represent object orientations in E3 
with respect to a reference orientation. More properties of 
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quaternions can be found in [I]. 

In computer animation the following orientation interpola
tion problem arises. To model a gradual change of object 
orientations in E3 over a time interval , first the orientations 
of an object in a series of keyframes, called keyframe orien
tations, are specified and represented by a sequence of unit 
quaternions {Xi}, called keyframe quaternions. Then a curve 
that is Cl continuous with respect to the time parmneter in the 
unit quaternion space U is sought to interpolate {X;} . Then 
sequence of unit quaternions on the interpolating curve, which 
are called in-between quaternions and are usually denser th:m 
{Xi}, are computed to represent orientations of the object be
tween keyfnunes. The Cl smoothness of the curve is necessary 
for the angular velocity to ch,mge smoothly because a kink on 
the interpolating curve means an abrupt change of rotation axis 
and a jump in the magnitude of the tangent vector means a 
sudden change of angular speed. 

Orientation interpolation is also useful in solid modeling for 
generating sweep surfaces [6]. In this application the cross
section curve is subjected to an orientation interpolation :md 
also to a position interpolation. A sweep surface is produced by 
connecting successive in-between frames of the cross-section 
curve. 

Since the set U of unit quat ern ions is the sphere S·3 C p;4, the 
curve interpolation problem in U resolves itself into a spherical 
curve interpolation problem. There are several methods in the 
literature for solving this problem. Shoemake [7] proposes a 
spherical analogue of the cubic Bczier curve via the de Castel
jau recursive construction, replacing the six linear interpola
tions by six Slaps. A Slap is an interpolation along a great arc 
on the sphere. In [8] Shoemake gives an analogue of Boehm 's 
quadnmgle construction of cubic curves, called Squad. These 
two curves are known to have exponential parmnetric represen
tations. In [6] spherical analogues of the cubic cardinal spline 
and the tensioned B-spline curve are used, where the curves 
are defined by subdivision procedures. A different approach 
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is taken in [3] , where the Hennite cubic interpol,mt is used to 
interpolate two points ,md the end tangents on ,','3, and then the 
interpol ,mt is projected onto the sphere 8 3 through the center 
of 83

, as in general the interpol,mt is not contained in S3 . 

In this paper we will use spherical biarcs represented as 
piecewise rational quadratic Bezier curves to interpolate points 
on .).3. The spherical biarcs are then stitched together to design 
a (;1, i.e. unit tangent vector continuous, interpolating spline 
curve on 8 3. The result is a locally controllable circular arc 
spline curve, or a rational quadratic spline curve on 8 3. This 
curve c,m be made Cl using a simple arclength parameteriza
tion or other reparruneterization methods. Also we consider 
the computation of two types of in-between quatemions on the 
resulting spline curve: equally spaced in-between quatemions 
on the spline curve; and in-between quatemions correspond
ing to equally spaced values of the time parameter. The main 
contribution of this work is to propose an interpolating curve 
that has a simple parametric representation and allows efficient 
computation of in-between quatemions. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we 
introduce spherical biarcs on 8 3. In Section 3 we give an al
gorithm for constructing a (;1 circular arc spline to interpolate 
a sequence of keyfrrune quatemions in U, and then consider 
using reparruneterization to make the curve Cl with respect 
to the time parruneter. Section 4 discusses the computation of 
in-between quatemions on the interpolating curve. Section 5 
presents a brief comparison of our method with other meth
ods of curve interpolation on sphere 83, and some exrunples 
of applying spherical biarcs. Section 6 conta.ins concluding 
remarks. 

2 Spherical biarcs 

Spherical biarcs are curves on a sphere which consist of two cir
cular arcs joining with C,'I continuity. Given two distinct points 
Xo, Xl on S'3 C ~ ,md two t,mgent directions To, TI specified 
at Xo and Xl respectively, we define D = {Xo,To , XI,Td 
to be a data set for biarc interpolation. It will be shown in 
this section that for any given data D there exists a family of 
spherical biarc on 83 interpolating D. We are mainly con
cerned with the construction of spherical biarcs instead of the 
existence theorem, which would require a lengthy proof [10], 
so we will only list some properties of spherical biarcs. 

In Sections 2 and 3, we will use homogeneous coordinates 
X = (3: 1 , 3:2, 3:3, 3:4 , X5) to represent points in ~. When 
3:5 f. 0, the point represented by X, denoted by [XL is a 
finite point. The corresponding affine coordinates of [X] are 
given by (3:1/3:5, 3:2/3:5, 3:3 /3:5 , X4/X5). Any finite point has 
the homogeneous representation (3: I , X2, X3, X4, 1), which will 
be called the standard form. When 3:5 = 0, [X] is a point at 
infinity. The straight line passing through two distinct points 

X, Y is denoted by X Y. The line segment connecting X ,md 
Y is denoted by X Y. A direction in ~ can be represented by 
a homogeneous representation T of a point at infinity. Note 
that T ,md -T represent two opposite directions, although 
they stand for the srune point at infinity. With homogeneous 
coordinates, the unit sphere 83 can be expressed as X AXT = 
0, where A = diag(I4 , -I] with 14 being the 4 by 4 identity 
matrix. A point Y is inside 83 if Y A yT < 0; it is outside 83 

ifY AyT > O. 

We now consider how to represent a circular arc on 8 3. A 
circular arc c,m be represented as a rational quadratic Bezier 
curve in homogeneous form [5] 

o :S u :S I, where the control points Po and P2 are in standard 
fonn. When PI is a finite point, it is also assumed to be 
in standard form. Po PI P2 is called the control polygGfl of the 
curve. The scalar w is called the weight of the curve. When the 
arc P( u) is on the sphere 83: X AXT = 0, from the fruniliar 
properties of Bezier curves, we have that Po E S'3 , P2 E 8 3, 
and that the line segments Po PI and PI P2 are tangent to 8 3 at 
Po and P2 respectively. Therefore poAPl = PoA pr = 0 and 
P2AP! = P2APr = 0, for n is in the tangent hyperplanes 
PoAXT = 0 and P2AXT = 0 of 83 at Po and P2 respectively. 
Substituting P(u) in P(u)AP(u)T = 0, yields 

2(1 - u)2u2PoAP! + w2[2u(1 - u)]2pIApr = O. 

Since PI in not on 8 3, PI A pr f. o. So 

2 PoAP! 
w = - T' 

2PI API 

(2) 

Further, as PI is outside the sphere 8 3, PI A pr > O. Because 
Po and P2 are in standard form and Po f. P2, 

PoAP! 

So the right hand side of (2) is always positive. Thus two 
real values of w can be derived from (2). When PI is a finite 
point, the positive weight and negative weight correspond to, 
respectively, the minor arc and major arc of a circle on 8 3 with 
control polygon Po PI P2. When PI is a pointat infinity, the two 
weights w solved from (2) correspond to two complementary 
semicircles of a circle with control polygon Po PI P2 [5]. 

We now construct a spherical biarc B interpolating the given 
data D = {Xo, To , Xl , T1 }. Naturally we may ac;sume that the 
tangent directions To and Tl are tangent to .',3. Therefore 
XoAxl = XoATl = 0 and Xl AXr = Xl ATr = O. 
Without loss of generality, we further assume that X o and Xl 
are in standard form ,md To ATl = Tl ATr = I. Let the biarc 
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Figure 2.1 : The notation used in the spherical biarc interpolation 

problem. Note that a major arc is used in the biarc in Cb). 
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find the unknowns Yo, Y, ,md Z so that the arcs Co ,md C, 
joining at Z fonn a proper biarc. Let 

Yo = Xo + koTo , 

Y, = X, - kiT"~ (3) 

where ko , k, are parruneters to be detennined. We a~sume that 
kok, f= 0. If ko = ° or k, = 0, one of the tri,mgles .:1Xo YoZ 
and .:1ZY, X, degenerates into a point, so the corresponding 
biarc would be degenerate. 

The signs of ko and kJ are also significant. When ki is finite 
and k i > 0, i = 0, I, in order to interpolate the end tangent T;, 
the weight of the arc Ci with control polygon ZYiX i must have 
the positive weight, i.e. the minor arc is used. When k i < 0, 
i = 0, 1, Ci should have the negati ve weight, i.e. the major arc 
is used. · When ki is infinite, i = 0, 1, Ci is a semicircle since 
Yi is a point at infinity. 

For regular data we have the following existence theorem. 
The proof is given in [10]. 

Theorem 2.1: For regular data D. a point Z on ,)'3 is the joint 
of a proper spherical biarc on ,)'3 interpolating regular data D 
if! Z is given by 

Z = k, Yo + koY" 

where ko and k,. with kok, f= 0. satisfy 

(4) 

XoAXr + koX, ATl - k,XoATr + kok, (1 - ToATr) = 0. 
(5) 

B consist of two circular arcs Co and C, with control polygons Moreover. Eqn. (5) has infinitely many solutions (ko, k,) with 
Xo YoZ and ZY, X, respectively, where the point Z, called the kok, f= 0. 
joint of B, is the point where the two arcs Co and C, join. The 
above notation is illustrated in Figure 2.1. More properties of spherical biarc interpolating regular data 

In seeking a biarc interpolant we need to distinguish types are listed below. Their proofs are given in [10] . 

of biarcs ,md singular data. 
Property 1: For any nonzero solutions (ko, kJ) ofEqn. (5) . the 

Definition 2.1: A biarc is degenerate if one of its arcs reduces control points Yo. Y,. and Z of the IWO arcs of the corresponding 
to a single point. A biarc that is not degenerate is called proper. biarc are given . in standardform. by 

In practice, only proper biarcs are useful because in a degen
erate biarc the tangent direction at one endpoint of the biarc is 
not defined, so it is meaningless to talk about interpolating end 
tangent directions. 

Definition 2.2: Data D = {Xo, To , X" Td is called singular 
if Xo + pTo = X, + pT, for some p or if To = T, . Data that 
is not singular is called regular. 

By definition regular data are generic. It will be seen that 
singular data and regular data have essentially different biarc 
solutions. We will first establish the properties of proper spher
ical biarcs interpolating regular data. Specifically, we have to 

Z _ koY, + k, Yo 
- ko + k, ' 

where ko + k, never vanishesfor regular data D. The weights 
Wo and w, of the arcs Co and n are determinedfrom 

Property 2: The locus of the joints of all spherical biarcs inter
polating regular data D is a circle J on S·3 passing through Xo 
and X, . The parametric equation of the circle J in parameter 
ko is 
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Figure 2.2: A family of proper spherical biarcs on 8 2 interpolating the 

indicated regular data. Joints marked with. are on the same circle. 

+ ko[(XoAT()X, + xoAxT (To - T,) + (X, ATr)Xol 

+ (XoAXnXo. (6) 
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has only one. 

In order to design a short and smooth rotation path between 
keyfrrune orientations, it is desirable for the spherical biarc 
interpolant to have a small runount of winding and no sharp 
twist. Once the endpoints and end tangent directions are fixed, 
the shape of the biarc is determined by the joint. Through 
extensive experiments [10], we feel that a reasonable choice of 
the joint for achieving small winding and no sharp twist is to 
use an equal chord biarc. In an equal chord biarc the chords 
of its two arcs have equal length. 

We consider first how to find an equal chord biarc interpo
lating regular data D = {X 0, To , X, , T, }. The joints of the 
equal chord biarcs are the points of intersection of the bisecting 
perpendicular hyperplane of the line segment XoX, with the 
circle J, the locus of the joints defined by (6). Obviously there 
are two such points of intersection. It C,ill be verified easily 
that the bisecting perpendicular hyperpl,ille of the line segment 
XoX, is 

(Xo - X, )AXT = o. 
By substituting the parametric equation (6) of the circle J in 

Here Z(ko) is not necessarily in standardform. To use proper the above equation, the parameters (ko, k,) of the two points 
biarcs only. the points Xo and X, on J cannot be used as of intersection can be solved: 

joints. 

Because it is difficult to visualize curves in gl, we use the 
unit sphere S·2 in E3 to illustrate the above properties (see 
Figure 2.2). In Figure 2.2 there is a frunily of proper spherical 
biarcs on 82 interpolating the indicated regular data, with all 
the joints lying on the srune circle. If we intersect 83 C gl 
with the 3-dimensional affine manifold in gl determined by 
the points Xo, X, and directions To, T" then the intersection 
would look like what is shown in Figure 2.2. 

The following theorem is about the existence and construc
tion of spherical biarcs interpolating singular data D on 83 . 

Theorem 2.2: Let D be singular data on 8 3. Let Y = Xo+pTo 
if Xo + pTo = X, + pT, for some p or let Y = To if To = T,. 
Let J be the 2-dimensional sphere which is the intersection of 
,..,'3 with the polar hyperplane of Y with respect to 83 • i.e. J = 
{XIXAXT =0, YAX T =O}. ThenapointZisthejointof 
11 proper spheriCllI biarc interpolating D iff Z E J - {Xo , X, }. 
The control points Yo and Y, of all these billrcs are the same 
Iltld given by Yo = Y, = Y. 

The above theorem also gives the control polygons of the 
spherical biarcs interpolating singular data D. The weights of 
the two arcs in a biarc can then be solved for from the control 
points through (2) with appropriate signs. 

By Theorem 2.2, the frunily of spherical biarcs interpolating 

k(') _ -xoAxT 
o - x,AT[-V"F.' 

k
(') _ -xoAxT 
, - rA ' 

-XoAT[ - vI!. 

and 

k(2 ) _ -xoAxT 
o - X, AT[ + V"F. ' 

k(2) _ -xoAxT 
, - -XoATr + V"F. ' 

where 

I!. = (XoAXn(ToATr - I) - (XoATn(X, ATr)· 

It is shown in [10] that I!. > 0 for regular data, and that 

(k~2) , k~2») is a preferable choice in the sense that it gives a 
biarc consisting of only minor arcs for more regular data than 

(k~'), k~' ») . In the following we will use the biarc given by 

(7) 

When D is singular, by Theorem 2.2, the locus of the joints 
is the 2-dimensional sphere J, excluding Xo and X,. Let 
the bisecting perpendicular hyperplane of the line segment be 
XoX, L, defined by L = {XI(Xo - Xt)AXT = O}. Then 
every point on the circle J n L is a joint that gives an equal 
chord biarc interpolating the singular data D. 

3 Interpolation of keyframe quaternions 

singular data has entirely different structurefrom that of regular In this section an algorithm is presented for interpolating a 
data. The former has two degrees of freedom, whereas the latter sequence of keyfrrune quaternions in the unit quaternion space 
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U, or equivalently, a point sequence on .)'3, using spherical 
biarcs. The algorithm is capable of preserving the shape of the 
data points, which can be regarded as the shape of the spherical 
polygon obtained by connecting consecutive data points Xi 
and Xi+1 by the minor arc on the great circle of.)'3 that passes 
through Xi and X i+1 (the arclength of this arc is the shortest 
spherical dist,mce between Xi and Xi+1 [7]). 

To apply the spherical biarcs for interpolation, we first need 
to provide t<mgent directions at the data points. The following 
algorithm is essentially a scheme for defining these tangent 
directions. 

Algorithm 3.1: The input is a point sequence {X;}i=1 ill 
standardJorm on S'3. n 2: 3. It is assumed that no two con· 
secutive points are antipodaL on ,sfJ. Let Ci be the minor arc 
connecting Xi and Xi +1 on the great circle oJ .)'3 passing 
through Xi and Xi+1 . with the associated direction beingJram 
Xi 10 Xi+l. Let T/ be the tangent direction oJ (:;-1 at Xi. 
Let T? be the tangent direction oJ Ci at Xi. Assume that 
T/ A (7;1 f = T? A(T?f = 1. Let di = arccos(XiX41 - I). 
i .e. the arciength oJei • i = 1,2, .. . , n - 1. 

1. The tangent direction Ti at Xi is defined 10 be 

TI <- T 2 • 
I' 

Ti <-
di_IT/ + cliT? 

i=2, ... , II-I; 
Ilcli - l lil + dili2 11 ' 

Tn <- T~. 

2. AppLy the sphericaL biarc to interpoLate Di 
{Xi , Ti , Xi+l, 7i+d, i = 1, .. . , 11 - 1. When Di is 
reguLar, use the parameters ko and kl given by (7). When 
Di is singuLar, Z can be chosen according to the Last 
paragraph oJ Section 2. 

Note that at an internal point-Xi the assigned tangent direc
tion is a weighted average of 7;1 and li2• Figure 3.1 shows two 
exmnples of interpolating a point sequence by Algorithm 3.1. 
Again the point sequence is given on .)'2 for easy visualization. 
Other schemes can be used to choose the tangent direction in 
step I of the above algorithm; the gi ven scheme produces better 
interpolations th,m others we have tried so far. 

The rational quadratic spline curves derived above are (;1 

continu.ous. One way to obt<Lin C l parmneterizations of these 
curves is to use the arc length parruneterization. This parrun
eterization is easy to derive since every piece of the spline 
curve is a circular arc that is known to have a simple arclength 
panunetric representation. 

In some ,mimation applications , different prescribed time 
inst,mts have to be assigned to keyfnunes. In this case the 

\ 
\ 
~ 

(a) 

(b) 

I 

.' 

Figure 3.1: Two circular arc spline curves constructed using Algo

rithm 3.1 interpolating data points on 8 2
. 

arclength parmneterization c~mnot be used, for in general ar
c1engths of the curve segments between keyfrrune quaternions 
are not proportional to the corresponding time intervals be
tween consecutive keyframes. Therefore a reparruneterization 
is needed to make the interpolating curve Cl continuous with 
respect to the time parruneter. 

We use a cubic Hermite polynomial to reparruneterize each 
piece of the spline curve to make it (,'1 continuous. This 
reparmneterization method can correct ,my (;1 piecewise spline 
curve into a (,'1 curve with respect to the time parmneter. The 
idea is as follows. First, by linear reparruneterization, all curve 
segments in a (;1 spline curve p( u), which is assumed to be in 
nonhomogeneous coordinates, c,m be defined over consecuti ve 
time intervals. Let V be the meeting point of two arcs Po (u), 
to SuS ll , and PI (u), II SuS l2,ofthecurve P(u),i.e. 
V = Po(td = pl(tI). The tangent vector of p(u) may be 
discontinuous at V since it can be that IIp~(ll)1I i- IIp{(ldll. 
We just have to change the length of one of the tangent vectors 
to make the curve (,'1 at V. For the simplicity of discussion, 
we assume that 0 < IIp~(tdll < IIp{(tdll. Let PI (u(1I)), 
II S 11 S t2, be a reparameterization of pl(u), where u(v) is 
a (,'1 monotonically increasing function mapping [ll ' t2l onto 
itself, i.e. u( t I) = l I and u( l2) = l2. If u( 11) is chosen in such 
a way that U'(tl) = IIp~(td ll /1I p{(tdll < I, then 

lid PI (u( v)) / dv ll v=t, u'(t l )IIP((u(t l )) 11 
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That is, the curve P( ll) becomes Cl at the point V if the 
new par,uneterization PI (ll( v)) is used instead of PI (ll) over 
[I I , 12]. 

is easy to see that sin (iCY) and cos (iCY) satisfy the difference 
equation 

Xi+2 - 2kxi+1 + Xi = 0, i = 0, I , ... , 

where k = cos CY. SO {Vi} also satisfies this equation, i.e. 

Vi+2=2kVi+I-Vi , i=O, I , . ... (9) 

Therefore, by the uniqueness of the solution to the initial value 
problem of the linear difference equation, we have shown that 
given the first two distinct points Vo and VI on D, the difference 
equation (9) generates an equidistant point sequence {Vi} on 
C. The dist.1Jlce between consecutive points of the sequence 
and the direction of the sequence are determined by Vo and VI. 

The repar,uneterization required by each piece of the curve 
c,m be accomplished by a cubic Hermite polynomial. As a 
result, the interpolating spline curve becomes (,d everywhere 
with respect to the time panuneter, and it passes through key 
quaternions at the prescribed times. Note that the monotonic
ity of the above reparmneterization function is crucial to the 
,mimation application. It can be shown that the cubic Hermite 
polynomial always gives a monotonically increasing reparmn
eterization function due to the fact that the two end derivatives 
are chosen to he ::: I. We consider now applying Eqn. (9) to generate in-between 

quaternions {Qi}. As a result of the spherical biarc interpola
tion, we may assume that a circular arc C is given as a rational 

4 Computation of in-between quater- quadratic Bezier curve in affine coordinates, 

nions 

In this section we consider how to compute a sequence of 
in-between quaternions {Qi} on the circular arc spline curve 
interpolating {Xi} C U, as constructed in Section 3. We will 
consider this problem in two cases: (I) The in-between quater
nions are equally spaced points on the interpolating curve. (2) 
The in-between quaternions correspond to equally spaced val
ues of the time parmneter. 

4.1 Equally spaced in-between quaternions 

We start with the trigonometric parmneterization of a circular 
arc, which is closely related to the arclength parmneterization. 
For notational convenience, in this section we use affine co
ordinates to represent points in gf. Let C be a circular arc 
in E4 with its center at the origin. Let Vs and Ve be the two 
endpoints of the arc (, in affine coordinates. Assume that (' is 
not a semicircle. According to [7], C may be represented as 

P(ll) = (I - 1l)2 Po + 2wu(1 - u)PI + u2 P2 

(I - u)2 + 2wu(1 - u) + u2 (10) 

o ::: u ::: I. Here we assume that C is not a semicircle, i.e. 
PI is a finite point. In case that C is a semicircle, it can be 
subdivided into two quarters of a circle. Let /( be the center 
of C. Then it can be shown [5] that /( is given by 

Since w = cos(V)/2), where V) is the central angle subtended 
by C, I - w 2 :p 0 as long as 0 < V) < 271". Let C denote the 
translation U ( u) = P ( u) - /( of the arc C. Then C has its 
center at the origin. So by the preceding discussion, C can be 
expressed as 

o ::: t ::: I, where V) = 2arccos(w). The arclength of C is 
v) IIPo - /(11· 

V(t) = sin[(~ - th')] Vs + si~(t V)) Ve, 
SIn V) SIn V) 

The arclength increment of in-between quaternions can be 
(8) determined from the total arclength of the circular arc spline 

curve and the number of in-between quaternions needed. 
Therefore the increment !It on each arc can be computed. So 
we just need to compute the two initial points Vo and VI to 
start the iterative computation on each arc using (9). When C 
is the first arc of the spline curve, Vo = V(O) = Po - /( can 

o ::: t ::: I, where V) is the central angle subtended by C, 
satisfying 0 < V) < 271" and V) :p 71". 

Let {Vi} be a point sequence on C, with Vi = V(iM), 
!It :p 0, i = 0 , I , ... , and let CY = V)!lt. By (8), 

v: - sin(v) - iCY) V sin (iCY) v: 
t - . S + . . e, 

SIn 1/) SIn 1/) 

be used. The second point \!I is given by VI = V(!lt). Then 
using (9), a point sequence {Vi} on C is generated. Finally, 
the in-between quaternions {Qd on C: P( u) are obtained 
by Qi = Vi + /(, i = 0, I , . . .. 

so Vi c,m be expressed as a linear combination of sin (iCY) and When C is not the first arc of the spline curve, due to the fact 
cos( iCY) . Obviously {Vi} is ,m equidist<mt point sequence. It that in general the total arclength of the preceding arcs is not 
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an integer multiple of the arclength increment, the two initial 
points m~st be computed differently to maintain a constant 
arclength increment between the first initial point on C and the 
last point of the preceding arc. To do this, the accumulated 
arclength up to the present in-between quaternion should be 
recorded, and this information can then be used to compute the 
first two initial points on C through (11). Then the iterative 
computation proceeds similarly. 

The cost of the above method for computing in-between 
quaternions can be analyzed as follows. In the computation of 
(9), k = cos( V)llt) is a constant, and 2k can be precomputed. 
Obviously, 4 multiplications and 4 subtractions are required to 
compute a Vi. The subsequent translation Qi = Vi + f{ needs 
,mother 4 additions. So, besides the preprocessing, on average 
4 multiplications and 8 additions/subtractions are needed to 
compute one in-between quaternion. 

4.2 In-between quaternions with equal time in
tervals 

It has been explained that through a reparruneterization using 
a cubic Hermite polynomial u( v) for each piece of the inter
polating circular arc arc spline curve, the curve can be made 
C' with respect to the time parruneter. To compute in-between 
quaternions with equal time intervals, we first compute values 
{Ui} of the P91ynomial u( v) at equally spaced time parruneter 
values {vd, and then compute in-between quaternions {Qd 
using the rational quadratic parrunetric representation of the 
spline curve at the parruneter values {Ui}. 

The values {Ui} can be computed using forward differenc
ing, using on average three additions per Ui. Then the com
putation of an in-between quaternion Qi requires evaluating 
four rational quadratic polynomials sharing the srune denom
inator, ,md thus using another to multiplications, 4 divisions 
,md 10 additions per Qi. Hence it needs to multiplications, 
4 divisions, and 13 additions on average for each in-between 
quaternion. 

5 Comparisons and experiments 

It has been shown that spherical biru·cs can be used to design a 
C' spline curve interpolating a sequence of points {Xi} in the 
unit quaternion space. Consequently, the difference method 
for generating circular arcs based on the trigonometric parrun
eterization c,m be used to efficiently compute equally spaced 
in-between quaternions {Qi} on the interpolating curve. 

Now we compare all the methods we have mentioned so 
far. They are the spherical analogue of the cubic Bezier curve 
[7], the Squad curve [8], the spherical analogues of the cu
bic cardinal spline ,md tensioned B-spline [6], the nonnalized 
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cubic Hennite interpol,mt [3], and the spherical biarc. In all 
these methods, except for the spherical analogues of the car
dinal spline and tensioned B-spline, the tangent directions at 
the data points {Xi} can be computed from a few data points. 
No t.'Ulgent directions are specified for the cardinal spline and 
tensioned B-spline. All these methods lead to (.', interpolation 
splines on ,5'3 (except the tensioned B-spline which is a (.'2 

approximation spline), allow one or two degrees of freedom in 
choosing the curve segment connecting two consecutive dat.'l 
points (this is usually the magnitude of the end t.'Ulgent vectors, 
but is a scalar parruneter in the case of the cardinal spline and 
tensioned B-spline), and provide local controllability (chang
ing one dat.'l point affects up to 4 curve segments). 

So far there has been no comparison of the quality of the 
above interpolation methods, because of the difficulty of visu
alization in £;4. Similarly, it is difficult to see how the spherical 
biarc compares with the spherical analogue of the cubic poly
nomial. The main criterion for comparing the various methods 
has been the efficiency of computing in-between quaternions. 
Since in their original presentations [7, 8, 6] only the computa
tion of approximately equally spaced in-between quaternions 
is discussed, we will only compare these methods under the 
assumption that equally spaced or nearly equally spaced in
between quaternions are computed. 

In the spherical analogue of the cubic Bezier curve an in
between quaternion is computed by evaluating six Slerps. Ac
cording to [8], three of these six SlerjJs are sIalic, the other 
three are dynamic, where in a static Slerp the two endpoints 
are fixed and in a dynrunic Slerp the two endpoints vary; and 
8 multiplications are needed to compute a static Slerp ,md 
15 multiplications to compute a dynrunic Slerp. So the total 
cost for computing one in-between quaternion in this scheme is 
about 69 multiplications and several table look-ups fortrigono
metric functions. The Squad curve requires two static Slerps 
and one dynrunic Slerp to evaluate a point on the curve, thus 
reducing the cost of computing one in-between quaternion to 
about 31 multiplications and several table look-ups. Observe 
that by using the difference method discussed in Section 4, the 
comput.'ltion of st.'ltic Slerps in a Squad can be reduced to 4 
multiplications per point. Therefore one in-between quater
nion on a Squad can be computed using 23 multiplications and 
two t.'lble look-ups for the dynrunic Slerp. 

In the subdivision scheme for the spherical ,malogues of 
the cubic cardinal spline and tensioned B-spline, two Smids 
and a dynrunic Slerp are needed to compute one in-between 
quaternion, where the Smid is a special form of the Slerp which 
can be computed using 8 multiplications/divisions and a square 
root. So the cost of computing one in-between quaternion 
in this scheme is at least 31 multiplications/divisions and 2 
square roots, which is about the srune as the Squad. For the 
normalized cubic Hermite interpolant, if forward differencing 
is used to generate points on the unnormalized cubic curve then 
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an average of 12 additions are needed for each point, and the 
subsequent normalization step for each point requires a square 
root, 8 multiplications/divisions, and 3 additions. 

The spherical biarc scheme proposed in this paper needs only 
,m average of 4 multiplications and 8 additions/subtractions to 
compute each in-between quaternion. So if only Cl continuity 
with respect to the time parameter is demanded the spherical 
biarc is an obvious choice in view of its efficiency. In addition, 
the spherical biarc is the only one of the above methods in 
which an equidistant sequence of in-between quaternions can 
be computed efficiently. 

The above comparisons do not include the conversion time 
between rotation matrices and quaternions. Also we need to 
point out that in computer graphics applications, the time spent 
on other graphics operations, like transformation and shading 
of primitives in an object, is usually dominating in the total time 
cost, and almost always swamps the time saved in orientation 
interpolation by using spherical biarcs over other methods. 

We have used the spherical biarc interpolation to create 
sweep surfaces and object orient'ltion interpolation. Figure 5.1 
,md 5.2 show two sweep surfaces constructed from in-between 
frrunes as interpolations of some keyframes using spherical 
biarcs in the unit quatemion space. In Figure 5.1 there are 391 
in-between frames interpolated from 30 key frames obtained 
from a helix. In Figure 5.2 there are 42 in-between frames 
interpolated from 10 keyfrrunes obtained from a cubic curve. 
In both exrunples, the cross-section curves are ellipses, and 
the keyfrrunes are Frenet frames at the sampled points on each 
curve. Translations of the keyframes are interpolated by a 
cubic B-spline curve. 

Figure 5.3 shows 13 in-between orientations of a cube inter
polated from three keyframe orientations. 

6 Concluding remarks 

It is natural to ask whether there are other simple Cl interpolat
ing curves in the unit quatemion space. One open problem is 
how to use higher degree rational curves or other simple curve 
schemes for interpolation in the unit quatemion space while 
allowing efficient evaluation of in-between quaternions. One 
related work is the construction ofrational curves of arbitrarily 
high degree on a sphere in E3 in [4]. It would be interesting to 
generalize this approach to 83 . 

Further rese.:1Tch is needed on the shape of spherical biarcs. 
According to [2], a curve in the unit quaternion space with 
sharp twists corresponds to undesirable large tangential accel
eration (see definition in [2]). So it would be useful to get 
a curve with a small average curvature over the whole curve. 
Specifically, the first problem is how the tangent directions at 
keyfrrune quaternions can be specified appropriately. The sec-
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ond problem is, once the t'U1gents have been determined, how 
to choose the joints of spherical biarcs so that both arcs of each 
biarc have fairly large radii . Based on our experiments, we 
have chosen equal chord biarcs. But this choice is yet to be 
justified theoretically. 
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Figure 5.1: Sweep surface along a helix. 

Figure 5.2: Sweep surface along a cubic curve. 

Figure 5.3: Orientations of a cube from 3 key orientations. 
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